
ISLE OF WIGHT ART CLUB 
NEWSLETTER – GALLERY – EVENTS - FEBRUARY 2023  
 
Welcome to this first Newsletter of 2023. We have a packed programme for 
members for the year ahead with full events like we had before the 
pandemic, which actually brought new opportunities to bring new and 
exciting artists from all round the country via Zoom directly into firstly our 
homes and now on the big screen at Riverside. We have monthly 
Demonstrations and Study Days until we start plein air in May. 
 
Recent events are reviewed below from Paul Talbot-Greaves’ watercolour demo of a 
‘Yorkshire Landscape’ and this week’s pastel landscape demo from Rebecca de                A cheerful Spring still life 
 Mendonca.                       by Anne Toase            
 
Upcoming Events: On February 24th we have a watercolour Study Day with Martin Swan RSMA showing us his 
layering method of building a painting. (Currently full but with a waiting list.)         
 
Following three Workshop weeks, on March 14th, ANNE TOASE is giving us a demo of a Portrait in Oil using the Zorn 
palette. Anne has written a very interesting article with full explanation of Anders Zorn and the Zorn Palette which 
is produced further down. We will also be arranging a Study Day with Anne using the Zorn Palette.  
 
The AGM  is on March 28th this year followed by the usual Workshop. Please attend if you would like to ask 
questions and to vote on matters, your vote counts!  
 
Our final demo of the Winter Programme devised by Tony Westmore is on April 18th, 
it is an Acrylic Landscape from MARK WARNER, his vibrant work can be viewed here 
www.brushmark.co.uk  
 
Our final Workshop at Riverside is April 25th after which we go outside for our Summer 
Programme from Neil Barton. All details will be on the Calendar on the website.  
 
Before that of course we have our Spring Exhibition at Quarr Abbey from April 20th – 
25th. Details for submitting work will be emailed to exhibiting members soon. We have 
a vacancy in the Organising team if anyone would like to volunteer their help, however 
small – or big – it would be greatly appreciated. A lot of work goes on behind the 
scenes into making our successful Exhibitions particularly in the run up to opening day.  
 
Annual Membership Fees: If you haven’t already answered the call from Di our Treasurer, to renew your annual 
subscription for 2023, please do so asap. We have moved to a new bank so all your Standing Order details will need 
to be changed to Payee: Isle of Wight Art Club – IWAC  Acc no: 30658640  Sort Code: 52-30-04  Ref: Your Name 
Amount: £35 yearly/annually. You can of course pay Di at Riverside on our card reader or by cheque or cash. Thanks.  
 
WHAT DO YOU GET FOR £35 A YEAR?  
Every Tuesday between early 
October and the end of April we run 
our Winter Programme where we 
meet at Riverside between 2–4pm. 
There is limited free parking if you 
enter your car reg just inside the 
reception area.     Right: A winter 
Tuesday at Riverside 
We have a mix of Workshops, where 
we have live models for portraits, a still life and an area where you can do your own work. Tea/coffee for £1.  

http://www.brushmark.co.uk/


Monthly Demonstrations are either in person with professional artists or zoomed from their studio from anywhere 
in the UK. The Club has recently invested in new technical equipment to give a better experience.  
Our Summer Programme runs from early May until early October with an eclectic choice of venues around the 
Island. The elected Council meets bi-monthly to manage the Club’s affairs and also runs all events.  
So, what do we offer?  

• Weekly Workshops during the winter months 
• Weekly plein air meetings around the Island in the summer months at a variety of locations  
• Monthly demonstrations during the winter programme with professional artist in various media 
• Opportunity to join all day Study Days at extra cost with professional artists 
• Opportunity to join offsite Portrait days at extra cost with professional models 
• Two selling Exhibitions a year 
• Assessment to obtain exhibiting rights at exhibitions 
• Competitions with prizes 
• Regular Newsletters emailed to members and on the website 
• FREE Club Gallery on the website to sell your work open to ALL members (see details below) 
• Discount with SAA 
• Annual sale of your unwanted art materials 
• In house professional artist members on hand to give advice if requested  
• Friends invited to Demos for a £5 fee, pay on the day 
 

WHAT FANTASTIC VALUE – ALL THIS FOR 67p PER WEEK!  
 
Are you also a member of another Art Club on the Island? If you are, we would like to extend an 
invitation to all artists and friends to join us at Riverside during our Demo days. Any visitor is welcome to 
watch our demos for £5 per session, pay on the day, (we have a card reader) between 2pm – 4pm at 
Riverside. We have a large screen and professional video set up with excellent sound. Live demos and 
zoomed demos are shown on the screen showing excellent colour reproduction.Tea and coffee is 
available at the half way break with a £1 honesty jar. We have a large room – the Trafalgar Room for 
those who know Riverside – so there’s plenty of room for all. Forthcoming Demos are listed on our 
website www.isleofwightartclub.org  
 
Members Gallery:  
 

        John Hunt: B&Q dust sheet to match the curtains   Tony Westmore: ‘Eye of the Wind’ mixed media 
        Acrylic 1m x 60cm       Dry dock at Cole’s Yard, Medina from ’81 sketch.  

            Carol Owen: Four of Carol’s oil studies of landmarks in London produced with her London Plein Air group.  

http://www.isleofwightartclub.org/


SOME SKETCHES & PAINTINGS FROM THE PORTRAITS FROM RIVERSIDE: Di 

 
PAUL TALBOT-GREAVES: Review – January 10th at Riverside by Zoom  
 

Paul gave us a wonderful watercolour demo by 
Zoom from his studio in Yorkshire. The landscape 
photo he chose to work from is on the left.  
He had pre drawn the image on a 22”x 15” 
300gsm watercolour paper and started by 
wetting the entire paper using a large squirrel 
mop, then starting at the top added blues to the 
sky followed by yellow ochre dropping in alizarin 
crimson, burnt sienna, violet and sap green as he 

worked his way down. This was dried, then using wet in dry, he put more sap green 
at the distant hillside, using dry brush to soften the horizon. Each colour change was 
blended as he worked down the paper adding stronger colours and spraying with 
water to avoid hard edges. Water was flicked across to soften the mid ground and 
stronger pigment dropped in.  
Paul evaluated his work continually, telling us all the time his thought processes. As 
he reach the foreground, harder lines were used around the buildings.  All this was 
dried during the break so the the distant hedges and walls could be suggested. More 
time was spent on the mid ground trees and shadow colour to the foreground. 
Highlights with white gouache were added and dry brush to the roof plus long 
winter shadows across the green fields to the fore. Paul used violet with various 
other colours to add his shadows.   
On the members Facebook page – put IWAC Membership Plus into your 
Facebook search box if you haven’t yet joined – we have 30 photos 
showing each stage running as a video montage as we were not allowed to 
record the video. These photos show much more than can be written. Paul 
was very helpful answering all questions as he painted, a very successful 
afternoon. More of Paul’s work can be viewed at www.talbot-greaves.com  
 

http://www.talbot-greaves.com/


Tony Westmore – Favourites from the Bookshelf  ALLA PRIMA II by Richard Schmid 
 

The art world lost one of its finest artists in April 2021, when the American Richard 
Schmid died at the age of 86. As well as leaving a great legacy with his work he also 
wrote some delightful books that are always a treat to read and learn from, but this 
one in particular stands out above the rest and it contains all you wish to know about 
painting.  
The book was first published in 1998 
and that edition went into thirteen 
printings, and this is a revised edition of 
the first publication, and has been 

brought up to date and contains a far wider frame of reference. A sub 
title appears on the cover ‘Everything I know about painting – and 
more’ and this totally sums up the book.  
In reading about and following many well-known artists, particularly 
American artists, I continually noticed many of them referring to this 
book, as though it were their bible – that if they could only have one 
book on art it would be this one, so I was eventually driven to find out 
more about this book.  
Writing as an acknowledged master, the author leads the reader through the subtleties of painting theory and 
technique with directness and technical authority. With an emphasis on painting from life he writes about the joys 
and trials of being an artist and covers the complete process of painting in many short punchy chapters, ranging 
from Good Ideas and Free Advice, through to Values, Edges and a wonderful section on Colour and Light, which 
includes much about the benefits of doing numerous colour charts to both improve and expand your knowledge of 
colours, particularly those obtainable by mixing colours with varying amounts of both white and black, in order to 
obtain tints.  
As he writes about the colour temperature of light, he states that if he cannot decide on a temperature of a 
particular light source, he uses the two natural facts about Light and Shadow, 
notably that ‘Cool Light produces Warm Shadows’ and ‘Warm Light produces 
Cool Shadows’. So all he has to do is to look at the shadows on the subject – if 
they are warmer than the light areas, then the light source must be cool, and if 
the shadows are cooler than the light areas he knows his light source is warm.  
Whilst referring to edges, he states ‘Practice the skill of squinting and 
comparing, until they become a habit second nature to you, like looking both 
ways before you cross a street. After you have obtained the information about 
values you need from squinting – ie which are the lightest lights and darkest 
darks and middle tones etc, then open your eyes normally to see the true 
values and colours in order to paint them. Believe and accept the relationships 
you observe when you squint and never doubt them.’ 
Throughout his career, which saw more than 50 one-man shows, Richard 
promoted art education through his books, articles, workshops, seminars and 
television presentations. He travelled widely for his subjects, and lived in New Hampshire with his wife, the painter 
Nancy Guzik. Richard held a Doctorate in Fine Art and was a recipient of the John Singer Sargent Medal for Lifetime 
Achievement.  

He visited England several times and did Workshops in Yorkshire in 
conjunction with Rosemary Brushes, which he endorsed and were his 
brushes of choice. Lavishly illustrated, Alla Prima II provides a unique 
overview of the rich historical background and underlying theoretical 
ideas of direct painting, while examining in detail all of its technical 
problems and solutions. It also covers the full range of artistic subject 
matter and reveals the one thing a painter must know to capture it 
all. This book is unfortunately not cheap and perhaps worth looking 
to as a reward to yourself after you sell a painting, and if you can pick 
one up for less than £100 you are doing well – it has over 300 pages, 
is profusely illustrated with Richard’s paintings and sketches and is a 
joy to have to browse through.       Tony Westmore  

 



 Members’ Gallery:  Four Meryels  

 
Lynda and some of the Sill Life:  

 
Sue with wig!  

 
  


